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Summary

The Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment (CAREN) at the Naval Health Research Center (NHRC) is an immersive virtual environment that allows for physical and cognitive rehabilitation as well as research. One of the capabilities of the CAREN system is a 3D pointing module that can be used for pointing or shooting at targets within the CAREN 3D virtual environment. However, the overall accuracy of the CAREN targeting is not as precise as would be desired for a simulated shooting system. This paper describes a method to improve the accuracy of CAREN targeting by first measuring the targeting errors and then correcting the errors through the use of a scripting module in the CAREN software. The initial implementation of pointing corrections produced favorable results overall for the CAREN at NHRC.

Background and Purpose

The CAREN at NHRC is an interactive virtual environment that has the ability to task subjects both cognitively and physically. The CAREN D-Flow software (Motek Medical BV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), which allows the operator to create and control the scenarios, has various programming modules from which to manipulate and monitor the hardware components, activate events, or record information. The D-Flow pointing module (Pointer3D) targets virtual objects in a CAREN scene by extrapolating the position of two markers attached to a simulated weapon or other pointing device as shown in Figure 1. Distortions in the CAREN targeting system typically result in the projected target not aligning well with the pointing markers, thus limiting the practical use of the CAREN in studies requiring precision targeting. The purpose of this paper is to describe a procedure that can be used to improve accuracy of the existing targeting system in a manner that is portable between D-Flow applications. This will enable more effective use of the CAREN in protocols requiring accurate reproduction of shooting dynamics.
Figure 1. A simulated weapon with front and back pointing markers. The back marker is also used to determine the subject’s fore-aft position on the treadmill for purposes of pointing corrections. The optional third marker is used to identify the front and back pointing markers in the motion capture system.

**Approach**

The D-Flow Pointer3D module pointing errors may be caused by the position of the markers on the pointing device, the motion capture system calibration, the D-Flow scene environment, the curvature of the screen, or the geometric distortion of the video projectors. Corrective action may be based on the translational position of the pointing device, the angular position of the pointing device, or the projected intersection of the targeting ray with the screen. Empirical observations suggest that the targeting errors are primarily based on the screen intercept position. It was also observed that the targeting errors varied with the translational location of the pointing device, in particular the fore-aft position of the subject along the treadmill. The pointing errors appear to be primarily an artifact of the CAREN virtual 3D environment, but they can also be caused by marker misalignment and poor calibration of the motion capture system.

The approach to improve the targeting is to measure pointing errors along an array of screen intercept positions based on a defined grid, and then use a D-Flow Lua scripting module to apply a virtual positional correction to the front pointing marker so that the displayed crosshairs on the screen align with the weapon sight for all areas of the projection screen. The pointing correction is based on the screen intercept position and is composed of a summation of an overall null offset
(vertically and horizontally) plus arrays of vertical and horizontal corrections per screen grid location. This summation simplifies recalibration for the cases of switching or adjusting pointing devices as one would only have to update the two null offset values rather than having to reconstruct the entire correction array. The pointing correction grids are measured with the pointing device at a forward position and also at an aft position on the platform to compensate for targeting error dependency on fore-aft treadmill position.

Having measured actual required pointing corrections at a collection of grid points over the CAREN projection screen, a method of correcting any position on the screen must be implemented. One method is to fit a 2D polynomial equation to the measured points. However, a preferred method, as used on the CAREN at NHRC, is to employ a bilinear interpolation between the measured screen grid positions. This solution will always pass through the actual measured points and is simple to maintain should it become necessary to modify the pointing correction arrays. Though it is easier to implement this method against a rectangular grid, the grid does not have to be evenly spaced so there remains some ability to concentrate measured points in areas of high interest.

**Geometric Overview**

Figure 2 illustrates the two coordinate systems referenced in this paper. The spatial coordinates are described by Cartesian axes \( x, y, \) and \( z, \) with the origin located at the center of the CAREN platform. The vertical axis is designated as \( y \) so as to remain consistent with the CAREN coordinate system. The CAREN projection screen at NHRC is cylindrical with radius \( r, \) and so it is natural to describe the screen intercept position in cylindrical coordinates \( \theta \) (theta) and \( y. \) The axis of the screen cylinder passes through the Cartesian origin and the vertical Cartesian \( y \) values are equivalent to the cylindrical \( y \) values. The horizontal position on the screen may be described either as a Cartesian position \( x, z, \) or more simply as the cylindrical angle \( \theta. \) Theta is zero at the center of the screen \( (x = 0, z = -r) \) and positive to the right as viewed from the origin. The vertical position on the screen is described as positive values of \( y, \) with \( y = 0 \) at the

![Figure 2. CAREN spatial (green) and cylindrical screen (blue) coordinates. The null offset values are measured at the front and center position on the screen.](image)
bottom of the screen. The CAREN at NHRC has a screen radius of 2.5 m, a viewing angle of
-90º ≥ t ≥ 90º, and a screen image height ranging from 0 ≥ y ≥ 2.5 m. The front and center screen
null offset calibration position (t = 0º, y = 1.25 m at NHRC) is also indicated in Figure 3.

The pointing device, typically a mock weapon, defines a pointing ray that will generally intercept
the projection screen. An overhead view of the screen cylinder allows for the x, z (or t) projection
screen intercept to be calculated as a ray intercepting a 2D circle from the inside. Simultaneous
equations describing two straight lines and a circle (Eqs 1–3) form the quadratic equation shown
as Eq (4).

\[ p_x = b_x + mv_x \] (1)

\[ p_z = b_z + mv_z \] (2)

\[ (x - x_c)^2 + (z - z_c)^2 = r^2 \] (3)

\[ m^2 (v_x^2 + v_z^2) + 2m(v_x b_x + v_z b_z) + b_x^2 + b_z^2 - r^2 = 0 \quad \text{for } x_c = 0, z_c = 0 \] (4)

where:

- \( p \) = projected pointing ray,
- \( b \) = back marker,
- \( v \) = pointing vector (front marker – back marker),
- \( m \) = multiplier required to intercept screen,
- \( x_c, z_c \) = coordinates of the circle center, and
- \( r \) = screen radius.

For the CAREN at NHRC, \( x_c = 0, z_c = 0 \) and \( r = 2.5 \) m. A solution for multiplier \( m \) is sought for
the quadratic equation where the quadratic discriminant is positive (indicating an interception)
and \( m \) is positive (indicating forward projection). Screen intercepts \( s_x, s_y, \) and \( s_z \) are then
calculated as described in Eqs (5–7).

\[ s_x = b_x + mv_x \] (5)

\[ s_y = b_y + mv_y \] (6)

\[ s_z = b_z + mv_z \] (7)

Further restrictions require that pointing be toward the screen (-90º ≥ θ ≥ 90º) and a nonzero
pointing angle from vertical is enforced. This method may be modified for spherical projection
screens as detailed in Appendix A.
Measurement of Targeting Errors

A D-Flow software application was written for the purpose of measuring and correcting targeting errors. The user typically positions a mock weapon to achieve the desired nominal screen intercept position and back marker $z$ value (i.e., subject’s fore-aft position), and then adjusts the displayed target with a game controller joystick until the displayed target aligns with the weapon sights. Another button press on the game controller is used to write the pointing correction data to a file. The user should strive to maintain a normal shooting position with the weapon stock located near the centerline of the treadmill ($x \approx 0$). The D-Flow targeting application displays the nominal $t$ and $y$ screen position, the $dt$ and $dy$ values required to correct the target, and also the $z$ value of the back marker (denoted as $bmz$ in the D-Flow application and Lua script) as shown in white print in Figure 3. For example, the screen intercept position in Figure 3 is $t = 41^\circ$ to the right of center and $y = 1.64$ m above the base, and the back marker on the weapon is located at $bmz$ or $z = -0.24$ m (forward from the origin). A pointing correction of $dt = 0.0^\circ$ and $dy = -0.02$ m has been applied to match the mechanical aiming sights of the weapon to the projected crosshairs on the screen for this particular area of the screen shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Measuring the CAREN targeting error in the D-Flow pointing correction application. The real-time data from the CAREN targeting error measurement application is displayed in white.](image-url)
Targeting error is first measured at the front and center screen position with all pointing corrections disabled. The $dt$ and $dy$ values measured at the front and center position are the null offset values which offer a simple method of compensating for variations in marker placement on the pointing weapon. The example null offset values of $dt_{null} = 0.8^\circ$ and $dy_{null} = -0.13$ m, shown in Table B1 of Appendix B and also in lines 19 and 20 of the Lua code listed in Appendix C, were collected in the forward position on the treadmill. The actual position of the measured null values is arbitrary, but should be consistent when measuring new null values. The assignments in lines 19 and 20 of the Lua code must be updated with the new $dt_{null}$ and $dy_{null}$ values before continuing. If a different weapon is used for targeting, or if markers on a given weapon are disturbed, then it should only be necessary to update the two front and center null offset values rather than collecting new values for the entire arrays. Alternatively, the user may simply adjust the mechanical sights on the weapon.

Two fore-aft treadmill locations were used for the pointing correction arrays on the NHRC CAREN and were defined as $z = -0.40$ m and $z = +0.10$ m, respectively, as indicated above the arrays listed in Appendix C. The subject position is determined by the $z$ coordinate value of the back marker on the pointing weapon, and is designated by the abbreviation $bmz$. These two locations were chosen for the correction arrays as they approximated the fore-aft range on the treadmill that the subjects normally walked while shooting.

The full screen survey is then performed, which involves measuring the targeting errors for all desired grid locations on the screen for both fore-aft subject positions on the treadmill. The nominal screen position, treadmill position, and measured targeting error values are recorded to a file using a game controller action button recognized by D-flow. The D-Flow application displays and records the $dt$ and $dy$ as the measured targeting error value minus the previously measured overall $dt_{null}$ and $dy_{null}$ offset values. The arrays shown in lines 47–75 of the Lua code are then manually updated with the new measured correction values. The targeting error grid measurement process is somewhat laborious, but should not have to be repeated in full unless the projectors or projection image are altered (e.g., blending and warping changes). Day-to-day calibration is normally limited to updating the pair of offset null calibration values.

The size of the measured targeting error arrays was selected to balance sufficient coverage density with time and labor constraints. The normal grids are composed of five rows and nine columns, which extend toward, but not entirely out to, the screen perimeter, with the intent of concentrating the measured grid points where the shooting is more likely to occur. The software will extend the outer measured grid correction value to the screen perimeter. The measured errors at the front and center positions are expected to be zero as these errors are accommodated by the null correction values. However, small nonzero error values at the front and center positions may be present due to random fluctuations.
Example measured targeting errors per screen position are shown in Appendix B. The null offset front and center values are shown in Table B1, and the measured targeting errors less the null offset values are shown in Tables B2 and B3. An error in $\theta$ of 1° is equivalent to about 4 cm on the screen. Residual targeting errors, shown in Tables B4 and B5, were measured after the new pointing corrections were applied. The residual errors were measured between the measured grid points and at a treadmill location between the two fore-aft treadmill positions so as to validate the interpolation techniques for both the screen locations and the subject location. Most of the residuals were very small, though it can be seen that there were significant residual horizontal errors at $t = +30^\circ$ along much of the screen height. This is a known projector blending problem zone at NHRC, which results in nonlinear horizontal targeting in this region of the screen. This problem was successfully addressed by inserting an additional grid column at $\theta = +30^\circ$ as can be seen in the Lua code data arrays shown in Appendix C. Also note the inserted code near line 166 in the Lua code. The large horizontal residual value at $\theta = +50^\circ$ and $y = 0.5$ m should also be addressed or at least identified as a screen area to avoid for targeting purposes.

The granularity of the targeting adjustments via the game controller joystick affects a target shift of about 0.1° or half a centimeter for the $t$ and $y$ axes on the NHRC CAREN projection screen. It takes about 10 clicks of the game controller to move the target from the center to the edge of the forward weapon sighting ring on a typical weapon used at NHRC. Targeting errors $< 0.2^\circ$ horizontal or 0.01 m vertical would be desirable, while targeting errors $> 1.0^\circ$ or 0.05 m indicate a significant targeting problem.

**Implementation in Other D-Flow Applications**

To implement the targeting corrections into another D-Flow application, such as the simple application shown in Figure 4, one simply inserts the Targeting Correction Lua scripting module into the desired D-Flow application and connects the outputs of this module (new marker positions) to the marker inputs of the Pointer3D module. The only required inputs to the scripting module are the front and back marker $x$, $y$, and $z$ values shown in lines 2–7 of the Lua code in Appendix C. The correction on/off control input “cor” of line 10 should be unattached or set to zero in order to effect corrections. The effect of the correcting scripting module is to modify the front marker $x$, $y$, $z$ values. The back marker $x$, $y$, $z$ values are simply passed through the scripting module. The software developer has the option by assigning sliders in the user interface to allow for a convenient method of updating the null offset values (not implemented in the Lua code in Appendix C). The other scripting module inputs, used for measuring targeting errors and debugging purposes, are not required to be connected when implementing pointing corrections in D-Flow applications.
The required outputs are the front and back marker $x$, $y$, $z$ values shown in lines 271–276 of the Lua code. The other outputs are for displaying screen intercept positions and targeting correction values when measuring targeting errors. These other outputs are not required to be connected when implementing pointing corrections in D-Flow applications.

Conclusions

Using the Pointer3D module within D-Flow applications is not sufficient to employ accurate shooting that aligns with the sight of a weapon. Corrections must be done to account for marker position on the weapon and screen warping. The measured targeting errors listed in Tables B2 and B3 in Appendix B indicate that simply subtracting out the front and center null error values does not produce satisfactory results, and thus it is necessary to apply a full array of targeting corrections per screen location. The effectiveness of applying the full targeting corrections was ascertained by measuring the residual targeting errors as listed in Tables B4 and...
B5 of Appendix B. Error values listed in Table B4 indicate that the horizontal residual targeting errors on the left side of the screen were very small. However, there were some concerns on the right side of the screen. This result is consistent with known projector blending issues with the CAREN at NHRC. The vertical targeting error residuals listed in Table B5 were consistently small across the entire screen. The initial implementation of pointing corrections as described in this document produced favorable results overall for the CAREN at NHRC and offers credence that the CAREN could be used as an effective shooting simulator so that realistic targeting can be incorporated within CAREN software applications (Figure 5).

Figure 5. An application where the D-Flow pointing module is used to aim the weapon at targets. The projected target is indicated with a white circular symbol on the screen to the right of the subject.
Appendix A – Considerations for a Spherical Projection Screen

A pointing ray defined by a pair of pointing markers will intercept a spherical projection screen in a manner similar to that of the cylindrical screen described in the main text. The ray originates from the back pointer marker and points through the front marker as before. The front and back markers are arbitrarily located within the radius of the spherical screen, and the center of the spherical screen is defined as the origin. Simultaneous equations describing three straight lines (Eqs A1–A3) and a sphere (Eq A4) form the quadratic equation shown as Equation A5.

\[
\begin{align*}
p_x &= b_x + mv_x \quad \text{(A1)} \\
p_y &= b_y + mv_y \quad \text{(A2)} \\
p_z &= b_z + mv_z \quad \text{(A3)} \\
(x - x_c)^2 + (y - y_c)^2 + (z - z_c)^2 &= r^2 \quad \text{with } x_c, y_c, z_c = 0 \quad \text{(A4)} \\
(v_x^2 + v_y^2 + v_z^2)m^2 + 2(v_xb_x + v_yb_y + v_zb_z) m + b_x^2 + b_y^2 + b_z^2 - r^2 &= 0 \quad \text{(A5)}
\end{align*}
\]

where:
- \( p \) = projected pointing ray,
- \( b \) = back marker,
- \( v \) = pointing vector (front marker – back marker),
- \( m \) = multiplier required to intercept screen,
- \( x_c, y_c, z_c \) = coordinates of the sphere center, and
- \( r \) = screen radius.

The original multiplier \( m \) value of unity simply defines the forward markers. The desired solution for multiplier \( m \) is sought to define the coordinates of the screen intercept. This is accomplished by solving the quadratic equation where the quadratic discriminant is positive (indicating an interception) and \( m \) is positive (indicating forward projection).

A spherical screen is naturally defined with spherical coordinates theta and phi \((\theta, \phi)\), and thus the \( x, y, z \) screen intercept coordinates would need to be transformed to \( \theta, \phi \). Using the CAREN conventions of the y-axis being vertical and the negative z-axis pointing toward the screen, the coordinate transformations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi &= \arccos \left( \frac{y}{(x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{0.5}} \right) \quad \text{(A6)} \\
\theta &= \arctan2 \left( x, -z \right) \quad \text{(A7)}
\end{align*}
\]

Likewise, the pointing correction grids would also be defined in terms of \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). A nonzero pointing angle from vertical is required to avoid a coordinate singularity.
Appendix B – Examples of Measured Targeting Errors

Table B1. Null correction values for the front and center screen intercept position

\[ dt \text{ null} = 0.8^\circ \]
\[ dy \text{ null} = -0.13 \text{ m} \]

Table B2. Measured Horizontal Targeting Error Values per Screen Location (θ, degrees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>-70º</th>
<th>-50º</th>
<th>-30º</th>
<th>-10º</th>
<th>10º</th>
<th>30º</th>
<th>50º</th>
<th>70º</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.25 m</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 m</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 m</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 m</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B3. Measured Vertical Targeting Error Values per Screen Location (y, meters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>-70º</th>
<th>-50º</th>
<th>-30º</th>
<th>-10º</th>
<th>10º</th>
<th>30º</th>
<th>50º</th>
<th>70º</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.25 m</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 m</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 m</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 m</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B4. Residual Horizontal Targeting Errors per Screen Location (θ, degrees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>-80º</th>
<th>-60º</th>
<th>-40º</th>
<th>-20º</th>
<th>0º</th>
<th>20º</th>
<th>40º</th>
<th>60º</th>
<th>80º</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.25 m</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 m</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 m</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 m</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25 m</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B5. Residual Vertical Targeting Errors per Screen Location (y, meters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>-80º</th>
<th>-60º</th>
<th>-40º</th>
<th>-20º</th>
<th>0º</th>
<th>20º</th>
<th>40º</th>
<th>60º</th>
<th>80º</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.25 m</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 m</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 m</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 m</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25 m</td>
<td>-0.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C – Lua Scripting Code for Targeting Correction

```lua
1   -- get inputs
2   mfx = inputs.get("MFX")
3   mfy = inputs.get("MFT")
4   mfz = inputs.get("MFZ")
5   mbx = inputs.get("MBX")
6   mby = inputs.get("MBY")
7   mbz = inputs.get("MBZ")
8   gdt = inputs.get("GDT")
9   gdy = inputs.get("GDY")
10  cor = inputs.get("COR")
11  dbg = inputs.get("DBG")
12  dbt = inputs.get("DBT")
13  dby = inputs.get("DBY")
14  dbz = inputs.get("DBZ")

16   -- initializations
17   if action() == "Start" then
18      -- initial values for dt_null, dy_null and rr need to be accurate
19      dt_null = 0.8   -- screen center null theta (degrees)
20      dy_null = -0.13 -- screen center null y (meters)
21      rr = 2.5        -- projection screen radius (meters)
22
23      -- these initial values are arbitrary and will be overwritten
24      sct = 0        -- screen intercept theta
25      scx = 0        -- screen intercept x (meters)
26      scy = 1.25     -- screen intercept y (meters)
27      scz = -rr      -- screen intercept z (meters)
28      mlt = 1        -- marker vector to screen intercept multiplier
29      delta_t = 0    -- screen correction theta (degrees)
30      delta_y = 0    -- screen correction y (meters)
31      delta_mx = 0   -- marker correction x (millimeters)
32      delta_my = 0   -- marker correction y (millimeters)
33      delta_mz = 0   -- marker correction z (millimeters)
34      bCorrect = true
35
36      -- base arrays for correction grids
37      dtf = {}   dyf = {}   dtb = {}   dyb = {}   dt = {}   dy = {}
38
39      -- screen theta corrections array
41
42      -- screen y correction array
44
45      -- screen t correction array @ bmz = -0.40m (degrees)
46      --
47      dtf[1] ={ -0.8, -0.8, -0.8, 0.0, -0.1, 0.3, -0.6, -0.5, -0.1} -- 2.25
48      dtf[2] ={ -0.4, 0.0, -0.5, 0.0, -0.1, 0.2, -0.6, -0.7, 0.0} -- 1.75
49      dtf[3] ={ -0.4, 0.1, -0.2, -0.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, -0.2, -0.6, 0.0} -- 1.25
50      dtf[4] ={ -1.0, -0.1, -0.6, -0.5, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.0, 0.1, 0.7} -- 0.75
51      dtf[5] ={ -2.1, -1.1, -0.8, -0.9, -0.3, 0.3, 0.4, 0.3, 0.6, 2.1} -- 0.25
52
53      -- screen y correction array @ bmz = -0.40m (meters)
54      --
55      dyf[1] ={ -0.4, -0.5, -0.0, -0.4, -0.3, -0.4, -0.0, -0.0, -0.3} -- 2.25
56      dyf[2] ={ -0.1, -0.4, -0.2, -0.1, 0.0, 0.0, -0.1, 0.0, -0.1} -- 1.75
57      dyf[3] ={ 0.0, -0.2, -0.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.1, 0.0, 0.0, -0.1} -- 1.25
58      dyf[4] ={ -0.3, -0.4, -0.0, -0.5, -0.0, -0.3, -0.0, -0.1, -0.0} -- 0.75
59      dyf[5] ={ -0.0, -0.9, -0.8, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.1, -1.0, -1.0} -- 0.25
```
-- screen t correction array @ bmz = 0.10m (degrees)

dtb[1] = { -1.0, -1.3, -1.2, -0.8, -0.1, -0.4, -0.1, -0.6, -0.4, 0.1 } -- 2.25

dtb[2] = { -1.1, -0.9, -1.2, -0.8, 0.1, 0.0, 0.1, -0.2, -0.3, 0.2 } -- 1.75

dtb[3] = { -0.8, -0.9, -0.8, -0.7, 0.1, 0.0, 0.3, -0.3, -0.1, 0.3 } -- 1.25

dtb[4] = { -0.8, -0.5, -0.5, -0.6, 0.1, -0.2, 0.2, -0.5, -0.1, 0.3 } -- 0.75

dtb[5] = { -0.8, -0.5, -0.4, -0.5, -0.1, -0.4, -0.4, -0.7, -0.5, 0.2 } -- 0.25

-- screen y correction array @ bmz = 0.10m (meters)

dyb[1] = { -.04, -.04, -.04, -.04, -.03, -.03, -.02, -.04, -.03, -.03 } -- 2.25

dyb[2] = { -.02, -.02, -.02, -.01, -.01, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 } -- 1.75

dyb[3] = { 0.00, -.01, -.01, -.02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -0.2 } -- 1.25

dyb[4] = { -.03, -.03, -.05, -.04, -.03, -.04, -.02, -0.3, -0.04, -0.06 } -- 0.75

dyb[5] = { -.06, -.06, -.06, -.04, -.05, -.04, -.04, -.07, -.10, -.25 } -- 0.25

-- define 2D interpolation function

function interpolate(t, y, t1, t2, y1, y2, dt1y1, dt2y1, dt1y2, dt2y2)
    if math.abs(t2 - t1) < 0.001 then
        dy1 = dt1y1
        dy2 = dt1y2
    else
        dy1 = dt1y1*(t2-t)/(t2-t1) + dt2y1*(t-t1)/(t2-t1)
        dy2 = dt1y2*(t2-t)/(t2-t1) + dt2y2*(t-t1)/(t2-t1)
    end

    if math.abs(y2 - y1) < 0.001 then
        dty = dy1
    else
        dty = dy1*(y2-y)/(y2-y1) + dy2*(y-y1)/(y2-y1)
    end

    return dty
end

-- pointer vector lengths and angles
vx = mfx - mbx
vy = mfy - mby
vz = mfz - mbz
vxz = (vx^2 + vz^2)^0.5
vxyz = (vx^2 + vy^2 + vz^2)^0.5 -- actual length
vt = math.deg(math.atan2(vx,-vz))  -- horizontal angle
vp = math.deg(math.asin(vy/vxyz))  -- vertical angle

-- skip if pointer is near vertical or pointing backwards
if math.abs(vp) > 60 or math.abs(vt) > 110 then
    scx = 0.0
    scy = 0.0
    scz = -rr
    scp = 0.0
else
    -- screen intersection x,y,z
    aa = vx^2 + vz^2
    bb = 2 * (vx * mbx + vz * mbz)
    cc = mbx^2 + mbz^2 - rr^2
    ds = bb^2 - 4 * aa * cc
    if ds > 0 then
        mlt = (ds^0.5 - bb) / (2 * aa)
scx = mbx + vx * mlt
scy = mby + vy * mlt + dy_null
scz = mbz + vz * mlt
end

-- screen intersection theta
sct = math.deg(math.atan2(scx,-scz))
end

-- debug with slider inputs
if dbg == 1 then
dt_null = 0.0
dy_null = 0.0
if dbt > 100 then dbt = 100 end
if dbt < -100 then dbt = -100 end
if dby > 3 then dby = 3 end
if dby < -1 then dby = -1 end
sct = dbt
scy = dby
mbz = dbz
end

-- create working array by interpolating forward and aft arrays per mbz
if mbz < -.45 then mbz = -.45 end
if mbz > .20 then mbz = .20 end
for i=1,5,1 do
  for j=1,9,1 do
dt[i][j] = dtb[i][j] + (dtf[i][j]-dtb[i][j]) * (0.25-mbz)/(0.25+0.30)
dy[i][j] = dyb[i][j] + (dyf[i][j]-dyb[i][j]) * (0.25-mbz)/(0.25+0.30)
  end
end

-- assign interpolation parameters based on screen position
if sct > 60 then
t1 = 60
t2 = 80
inb1 = 9
inb2 = 10
elseif sct > 40 then
t1 = 40
t2 = 60
inb1 = 8
inb2 = 9
elseif sct > 30 then
t1 = 30
t2 = 40
inb1 = 7
inb2 = 8
elseif sct > 20 then
t1 = 20
t2 = 30
inb1 = 6
inb2 = 7
elseif sct > 0 then
t1 = 0
t2 = 20
inb1 = 5
inb2 = 6
elseif sct > -20 then
t1 = -20
t2 = 0
inb1 = 4
inb2 = 5

elseif sct > -40 then
t1 = -40
t2 = -20
inb1 = 3
inb2 = 4

elseif sct > -60 then
t1 = -60
t2 = -40
inb1 = 2
inb2 = 3
else
t1 = -80
t2 = -60
inb1 = 1
inb2 = 2
end

if scy > 1.75 then
y1 = 2.25
y2 = 1.75
ina1 = 1
ina2 = 2
elseif scy > 1.25 then
y1 = 1.75
y2 = 1.25
ina1 = 2
ina2 = 3
elseif scy > 0.75 then
y1 = 1.25
y2 = 0.75
ina1 = 3
ina2 = 4
else
y1 = 0.75
y2 = 0.25
ina1 = 4
ina2 = 5
end

-- call interpolation function for delta theta and delta phi
offset_t = interpolate(sct, scy, t1, t2, y1, y2, dt[ina1][inb1],
dt[ina1][inb2], dt[ina2][inb1], dt[ina2][inb2])

offset_y = interpolate(sct, scy, t1, t2, y1, y2, dy[ina1][inb1],
dy[ina1][inb2], dy[ina2][inb1], dy[ina2][inb2])

if cor == 0 or dbg == 1 then

-- apply null corrections plus array values
delta_t = dt_null + offset_t
delta_y = dy_null + offset_y
bCorrect = true
elseif cor == 1 then

-- apply null corrections plus game controller inputs
delta_t = dt_null + gdt
delta_y = dy_null - gdy
bCorrect = true
elseif cor == 2 then

-- apply null corrections plus array values plus game controller inputs
delta_t = dt_null + offset_t + gdt
delta_y = dy_null + offset_y - gdy
bCorrect = true

else
  -- do not apply any corrections
  bCorrect = false
end

-- convert delta_t to delta_mx and delta_mz
DSP_XZ = (2*(VXZ)^2 * (1 - math.cos(math.rad(delta_t))))^0.5
if delta_t < 0 then DSP_XZ = -DSP_XZ end
Delta_MX = DSP_XZ * math.cos(math.rad(vT))
Delta_MZ = DSP_XZ * math.sin(math.rad(vT))

-- convert delta_y to delta_my
Delta_MY = delta_y / mLT

-- apply the corrections to forward marker position
if bCorrect then
  mFX = mFX + delta_MX
  mFY = mFY + delta_MY
  mFZ = mFZ + delta_MZ
end

-- set outputs
outputs.set("MkrFX", mFX)
outputs.set("MkrFY", mFY)
outputs.set("MkrFZ", mFZ)
outputs.set("MkrBX", mbx)
outputs.set("MkrBY", mby)
outputs.set("MkrBZ", mbz)
outputs.set("SCT", sct)
outputs.set("SCX", scx)
outputs.set("SCY", scy)
outputs.set("SCZ", scz)
if cor == 0 or cor == 1 then
  outputs.set("DeltaT", delta_t - dt_null)
  outputs.set("DeltaY", delta_y - dy_null)
elseif cor == 2 then
  outputs.set("DeltaT", gdt)
  outputs.set("DeltaY", -gdy)
else
  outputs.set("DeltaT", 0)
  outputs.set("DeltaY", 0)
end

outputs.set("DeltaMX", delta_MX)
outputs.set("DeltaMY", delta_MY)
outputs.set("DeltaMZ", delta_MZ)
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